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Occupational heat stress creates inequalities
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71% of studies on occupational heat stress have been published after 2015

Occupational heat stress literature is growing

4/13 Flouris et al., 2022; Temperature

Up to 2015, the literature on occupational heat stress comprised of 87 studies



Addressing the lack knowledge in Europe
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Mission: to address the negative impacts of workplace heat stress on the health 
and productivity of workers in strategic European industries

Funded by the EU Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (no.668786)



Field studies across Europe

HEAT -SHIELD mission: to address the negative impacts of workplace heat stress 
on the health and productivity of workers in strategic European industries
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Our approach in field research
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Health impacts of occupational heat stress

During or at the end of a single work shift in heat stress conditions

– 35% of workers experience symptoms of physiological strain

8/13 Flouris et al., 2018, Lancet Plan Health

Mild
– heat rash
– heat syncope (dizziness/fainting)

Severe
– heat exhaustion
– heat stroke
– fluid/electrolyte imbalances
– acute/chronic kidney injury



Analyses using existing models estimating labour productivity

Current EU wide annual damages are 830 billion € and will increase by a factor 
of five to 4 trillion € by 2060 if no mitigation/adaptation action
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Productivity losses are more widespread than we thought

10/13 Ioannou et al., under review



Mitigation strategies tested in HEAT-SHIELD
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Personalized warning system



HEAT-SHIELD early warning system – www.heat-shield.eu
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The HEAT-SHIELD platform can 
effectively protect from climate-related 
shocks, providing guidance to workers 
and employers early in advance
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